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Discover the Blind Spots that sabotage Digital Adoption 
and derail your Business Process Transformation.

Digital transformation is the next industrial revolution, 
and it is imperative to corporate success in this day and 
age. Yet, studies show that only 30 percent of these digital 
transformations are successful in achieving their objectives. 
Many corporations struggle. 

With the acceleration of technological advancement, the heart 
of innovation and transformation is still PEOPLE. When the people 
of the organization do not adopt the new processes and technology, 
it neutralizes enablement and sabotages effectiveness.
 
The reason? Poor digital adoption due to tribal elements. 
Tribal ways of working are the single root cause of poor digital 
adoption, but it can be easily avoided once it’s understood.
In this book, Klaus Imping and Michael Ciatto discuss the proven 
solutions and tactics that will help you overcome the debilitating 
tribal factors that cause digital transformation failure.

Whether you are a C-suite leader, senior executive, transformation 
manager or expert, you’ll walk away with high awareness for 
disruptive influences and red flag warning signs. This book will 
guide you in maximizing  the ROI of your organization’s digitalization 
transformation efforts in today’s tech-driven era. 

Get it right, or leave it. Anything else is waste. 
Money, time, energy invested for nothing.
Your KAIROS, your decisive moment of 
seeing things differently.
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